
Circulation and immunity

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Pathogen Phagocyte Pacemaker Plasma

Pancreas Platelets Peristalsis Noninfectious disease

1. ______________ - diseases that are not spread from one person to another,
such as diabetes and cancer

2. ______________ - a group of cells that send out signals that cause the heart
to contract

3. ______________ - the organ behind the stomach that releases digestive
enzymes into the intestines for chemical digestion of foods; also releases
hormones into the bloodstream to help regulate carbohydrate levels

4. ______________ - a virus, bacteria, fungi or parasite that can cause an
infection and disease

5. ______________ - wavelike smooth muscle contractions that force food to
move through the digestive system

6. ______________ - a white blood cell that engulfs an invading pathogen and
destroys it

7. ______________ - hot gases that make up the Sun; also the liquid part of the
blood

8. ______________ - fragments of cells that are critical to forming blood clots
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Circulation and immunity

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Pathogen Phagocyte Pacemaker Plasma

Pancreas Platelets Peristalsis Noninfectious disease

1. noninfectious disease - diseases that are not spread from one person to
another, such as diabetes and cancer

2. pacemaker - a group of cells that send out signals that cause the heart to
contract

3. pancreas - the organ behind the stomach that releases digestive enzymes
into the intestines for chemical digestion of foods; also releases hormones
into the bloodstream to help regulate carbohydrate levels

4. pathogen - a virus, bacteria, fungi or parasite that can cause an infection
and disease

5. peristalsis - wavelike smooth muscle contractions that force food to move
through the digestive system

6. phagocyte - a white blood cell that engulfs an invading pathogen and
destroys it

7. plasma - hot gases that make up the Sun; also the liquid part of the blood

8. platelets - fragments of cells that are critical to forming blood clots
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